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Introduction
This curriculum support material has been designed to provide the student with the
knowledge and skills to achieve MEM10004B Enter and change programmable
controller operational parameters and MEM10005B Commission programmable
controller programs. These units may be assessed on the job, off the job, or a
combination of both on and off the job. The skills covered by these units will be
demonstrated by an individual working alone or as part of a team and will consist of the
elements which follow.
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Units of competency
Elements and performance criteria
MEM10004B – Enter and change programmable controller operational
parameters
1.1 Software is downloaded as required.
Install program

1.2 Appropriate checks are undertaken during and after
downloading to ensure data transfer is accurate and
complete.
2.1 Appropriate checks are undertaken after
downloading to ensure machine operation or
process output is accurate to specification.
2.2 Specific problems in machine operation or process
output being controlled by the programmable
controller are identified in accordance with standard
operating procedures.

Verify machine/system/
process operation

2.3 Specific changes required to operating parameters
within the software program are derived in
accordance with standard operating procedures.
2.4 Adjustments/changes are made to operating
parameters in accordance with standard operating
procedures.
2.5 Final check of machine operation and/or process
output is taken to ensure that they are in
accordance with specifications.

Report on changes

6

3.1 Changes and adjustments are reported in
accordance with standard operating procedures.
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MEM10005B – Commission programmable controller programs
1.1 Program format and operational intent are
determined and understood.
1.2 Program instructions are checked for compliance
with specifications using appropriate techniques.
1.3 Software timers and counters are set to
specifications where required.

Commission
programmable controller
program

1.4 Program is stepped through manually and outputs
are checked and measured for compliance with
specifications.
1.5 Where applicable, program is edited to meet
specifications.
1.6 External inputs are checked for compliance with
specifications utilising correct and appropriate
techniques.
1.7 Where applicable, program is run and total
operation is checked for compliance with
specifications.
1.8 Where applicable, final adjustments are undertaken
to meet operational specifications using standard
operational procedures.
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References and resource material
The tasks in this student workbook relate to use of the IDEC® PLC.
All references to the IDEC® PLC and MicroSmart™ are provided courtesy of IDEC
Corporation.
The following reference texts will also provide additional information on PLC
programming:
Rohner, P 1990, Pneumatic Control for Industrial Automation (revised edition), John
Wiley & Sons, Brisbane.
Rohner, P 1996, Automation with Programmable Logic Controllers, UNSW Press,
Kensington, New South Wales.
The following resource materials are required for this course:
•
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How to use this student workbook
This student workbook is your guide to developing the required underpinning
knowledge and practical skills required to attain these units of competency. It is
recommended that Section 1 be completed first as it includes electrical principles
and safety. Some sections may contain review questions. These are there for you to
check your understanding of the topic area before you begin any practical activities.
Your lecturer will question you to assess your underpinning knowledge during practical
assessments.
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Section 1 – Introduction to electrical
principles
Electrical concepts
Electricity
Electricity is a source of energy without which life as we know it could not exist. It
powers our labour-saving home appliances and drives our industrial machines.
As a scientific effect, electricity comes about mainly by the movement of small
atomic particles known as electrons. In industry, the free electrons or current flow
can be produced by three common means – batteries, generators or solar cells. The
application of the electrical current may then be used to produce a thermal effect
(radiant heater or heat lamp), magnetic effect (electric motors or solenoids) or an
illumination effect (incandescent bulb or fluorescent lamp).

Conductors
Conductors are materials that permit the easy flow of the free electrons. The
conductor’s electrons are not held tightly and they may leave the atom (which will
then be positively charged) to wander freely within the conductor material. Common
conductors include gold, silver, copper, aluminium, iron and graphite.

Insulators
Insulators are materials which oppose or resist free electron flow. In these materials,
the electrons are tightly bound to the atom. Examples of common insulators are mica,
porcelain, rubber, plastic, dry wood, glass and dry air.

Electromotive force (EMF)
The force which causes electric current flow is known as the electromotive force (EMF)
and is measured in volts. When current flows in a circuit, it results in a difference
across each component which is known as a potential difference.
EMF (volts) = current (amps) x resistance (ohms)
The voltage (or electrical potential) of an electric circuit is the force required to move
the electrons in a conductor and is given in units of volt. (This is similar to the fluid
pressure or head in a hydraulic system.)

Current
The current is the rate of flow of the electrons per second in a conductor when a
voltage is applied to the circuit. In an electric circuit when a switch is closed, current
flow or free electrons movement is from the negative to the positive terminals.
(Electrical current is similar to the fluid flow rate in a hydraulic or pneumatic pipe.)
11
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When current exceeds the rating of a conductor, heat is generated resulting in a burntout conductor or a possible fire hazard. The unit used for measuring electrical current
flow is the ampere (amps).

Resistance
The electrical resistance of a conductor is the opposition to electron flow when a
constant voltage is applied. The resistance of all electrical conductors is controlled by
their cross-sectional area, length and the material’s conductivity. (Electrical resistance
is similar to the pressure drop in a pipe or hose in a fluid power system.) The unit used
for measuring electrical resistance is the ohm.

Electrical safety
When working near or with electrical equipment, it is important that the following correct
safety precautions are observed at all times.
1.

The machine should always be isolated to prevent it from being made live during
use. The following are the most common protection methods used in industry:
•

the tag system – danger tags and out-of-service tags

•

the personal padlock system

•

the permanent system (disconnection of wires and fuses).

Note: Under Western Australian electrical regulations, the maximum voltage an
unlicensed person can work on is 115 volts DC and 50 volts AC.
2.

Never work in wet or damp conditions as it increases the skin’s conductivity by a
factor of 5.

3.

Always maintain and operate electrical equipment correctly.
•

Keep flexible leads in good working order.

•

Equipment should always be correctly earthed to allow a leakage path should
a short circuit occur (allow the fuse to operate).

•

Electrical equipment should be insulated. Check to see if it is in good
condition. Also check that all live electric equipment is correctly enclosed.

Safety precautions
Personal injury may be caused by electricity in two ways:
•

electric shock

•

electrical burns.

Electric shock
Although a 24 volt power supply will be used for the control circuits in your Fluid
Power training, do not assume that this is true for all control circuits. Higher lethal
voltages may be used in industrial applications. If you are not sure, ask a qualified
person to check for you. The human heart will experience ventricular fibrillation (rapid
quivering) with a electrical current from as low as 100 milliamps.
It is not the voltage that causes the problems, but the current level being driven through
the body tissue.
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When a person receives an electric shock, the following steps should be taken.
•

Call for help.

•

Isolate the supply by switching off the mains or removing the plug.

•

If it is not possible to isolate, remove the victim from the supply. (Push the
individual away from the supply with an insulation material, for example dry wood,
rubber or folded paper.)

•

Commence or obtain medical treatment immediately the victim is released.

Note: At all times maintain your own safety as you may electrocute yourself in the
rescue attempt. Always assume that the electric equipment is alive and dangerous
unless it has been positively proven otherwise.

Electrical burns
When an individual is electrocuted, the human body acts as a conductor to earth. The
current flow can cause severe burns to the hands, feet and internal body organs as
a result of the short circuit. Even at the safe, low voltages used in your Fluid Power
training, a short circuit can produce a great deal of heat.

Activity 1 – Review questions – Electrical concepts and safety
The questions which follow are designed to allow you to check your understanding of
electrical concepts and safety before you do the practical task and move on to the next
section of learning.

Question 1
Explain the risk when the current in a circuit exceeds the designed value.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Question 2
Under Western Australian electrical regulations, what is the maximum voltage an
unlicensed person can work on?
a)

__________ volts DC

b)

__________ volts AC
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Question 3
List three (3) methods that can be used to electrically isolate a machine.
•

_________________________________________________________________

•

_________________________________________________________________

•

_________________________________________________________________

Question 4
Explain what is meant by the term ‘electrical insulator’.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Question 5
List two (2) types of personal injury that may be caused by electricity.
•

_________________________________________________________________

•

_________________________________________________________________
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Section 2 – Programmable logic
controllers (PLCs)
Introduction
PLCs are similar to computers which also consist of three functional areas –
processing, memory and input/output. Input signals to the PLC are read then stored in
the memory, where the processor performs the programmed logic instructions on these
input signals. Output signals are then generated to drive output devices. The action
taken depends totally on the program stored in the memory.
With the increase in the level of automation necessary to improve productivity in the
manufacturing and processing industries, there has been a demand for a faster, more
reliable and easily programmable logic control system – the programmable controller is
such a device.

What is a programmable controller?
The programmable controller (PC) which is often referred to as a ‘programmable logic
controller’ (PLC), is an electronic hardware replacement for the traditional electrical
control systems using relays or hard-wired ‘static logic’. The PLC is a microprocessorbased controller and consists of a set of input and output modules and a central section
called a processor. The PLC uses a memory to store the systems control instruction
which describes the desired operation of the plant in a number of specified and logical
programming steps. When the PC is running, it monitors the system field sensors (input
module conditions) and operates the control program to give the required outputs to the
valve solenoids.
Four advantages of the PLC control system for the mechanical tradesperson are as
follows.
•

The electrical control interface system can be low voltage (24 volt) and is designed
to be ‘voltage free’ from the high voltage (240 volt) PC internal system by the use
of opto-couplings or reed relays.

•

The input and output modules are usually very suitable for direct interconnection
with the electrical and fluid power circuitry of limit switches, push buttons and valve
solenoids.

•

The programming instructions are easy to use and no computer training is
required.

•

The programming and field sensory data (input and output) may be used via the
programming panel as a tool to troubleshoot and identify the location of the system
fault.
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The structure of a PLC system
The main parts of a PLC are:
•

the memory

•

the processor

•

the input/output modules

•

the programming panel

•

the power supply.

Memory
The PC memory is used to store a wide variety of data which is required for the
effective operation of the control system. Some of these are:
•

the input/output image tables
When the PC is in the run mode of operation, it scans all of the field devices
connected to its input and output modules, and loads the current status (ON or
OFF) of each device into an area of the memory referred to as the 1/0 image table.
Since the state of the field devices alters dynamically as the process is being
controlled, data in the image table is refreshed with each and every scan. The type
of memory required is one which can be written to and read from with equal ease.

•

the executive program
This is the control instruction that enables the central processor unit (CPU) to
execute the customer’s program and is referred to as the ‘executive program’.
The executive program controls all the CPU operations including data acquisition,
scanning sequence, arithmetic and logic operations, timer/counter instructions,
fault monitoring, message generation, etc – in fact, the entire PC system.
All these functions are vital to the overall operation of the system and it is therefore
essential that this is retained in the event of a power failure or program system
shutdown. For this reason, a permanent type of memory is called for – one which
is run the instant the PC is powered up.

•

the user’s program
The type of memory needed in this area depends on whether or not it is necessary
to alter the program once it is written. If frequent alterations are anticipated, then a
read/write type of memory will be needed. If, however, once the PC is programmed
and no further modifications are required, a more permanent type of memory could
be used.

•

process variables
Values such as timers/counters pre-sets which are likely to need altering from time
to time will also require a read/write type of memory. Often the user has the option
of storing a master set of variables in a semi-permanent memory and still retaining
the flexibility of a read/write memory. This is the case if the master values can be
copied to a read/write memory for normal operation.
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Activity 2
Read the following references from Chapter 11, pages 158–172 on programmable logic
controllers from the book Pneumatic Control for Industrial Automation and pages 1–26
on PLC hardware and programming fundamentals in Automation with Programmable
Logic Controllers.
Read the following references from Chapter 11, pages 174–187 on editing, diagnosing
and documenting PLC programs in Automation with Programmable Logic Controllers
and complete the next activity.

Activity 3
The questions which follow are designed to allow you to check your understanding of
PLC editing, diagnosing and documenting programs before you do the practical task
and move on to the next section of learning.

Question 1
List the eleven (11) essential pieces of information that should be documented when
commissioning a PLC program.
1.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

2.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

3.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

4.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

5.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
17
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_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

7.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

8.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

9.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

10. _________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
11. _________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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Section 3 – Programming principles
Introduction
The writing, editing and commissioning of PLC programs will be undertaken using a
MicroSmart™ PLC, a laptop computer and electro-pneumatic equipment as illustrated
below.

Reproduced with the permission of Norgren.
You will be required to upload and download programs from the PLC and commission
them on the electro-pneumatic training boards. Your lecturer will demonstrate how to
connect the PLC to the training boards.

Inputs

PLC

Outputs

Laptop

© 2008 JupiterImages Corporation
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Input relays
For the PLC program to operate, it requires inputs. Inputs can take the form of limit
switches, push buttons, and signals from sensors and other various contacts. The
symbol for a normally open and normally closed (Not function) input is illustrated below.
I005

I006

(read as Not I005)

The MicroSmart™ PLC you will be using has I000 to I007 and I010 to I015 allocated for
this task. In other words, it has 14 inputs. However, these can be expanded with addon modules.

Output relays
The PLC must perform a useful function and therefore has an output to operate
equipment as required by its program. The symbol for an output is shown below.
Q002

Q001

Not function

The MicroSmart™ PLC you will be using has Q000 to Q007 and Q010 to Q011
allocated for this task. In other words, it has 10 outputs. These, like the inputs, can be
expanded.

Internal relays (coils)
Internal relays are used to process logic functions within the program and can have a
number of contacts that can be used elsewhere within a program. Each relay needs to
be set (switched on) and reset (switched off).

S

Set (eg switch on)

M002

R
M002

20
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Contacts
M002

Each relay can have a number of contacts. For example:
I001
M003

S

I002
M003

R

M003
Q002
M003
M004

S

Inputs
Entering a program
Example A
I002

a)

The first instruction for each rung is LOD (load).

b)

This is followed by the contact number I002, for example LOD I002:

Example B – ‘AND’ Function
I3

I6

Enter
LOD I003
AND I006

21
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Example C – ‘OR’ Function
I1

I2

Enter
LOD I001
OR I002
Example D – ‘NOT’ Functions
I0
LODN I000
I2

I1

LOD I001
ANDN I002
I3

LOD I003
ORN I004

I4

Example E – ‘AND’ Load Function
I1

I2

I3

LOD I001
LOD I002
OR I003
ANDLOD

Example F – ‘OR’ Load Function
I0

I2

22
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I3

LOD I000
AND I001
LOD I002
AND I003
ORLOD
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Output relays
I0

Q001

I1

LOD I000
AND I001
OUT Q001

LOD I000
AND I001
OUT Q001

Internal relays (keep or holding relays, set and reset)
When using the Omron program as described by Rohner, the following procedure is
used to activate and reset relays:
1
HR 3
2

LD 1
LD 2
FUN 11

HR

3

This input sets relay number 3.
This input resets relay number 3.
This is relay number 3.

With the MicroSmart™ PLC, the following codes:

I001

M003
S

I002

M003
R

LOD
SET
LOD
RST

I001
M003
I002
M003

This input sets relay number 3.
This sets relay number 3.
This input resets relay number 3.
This resets relay number 3.
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Timers
When using the Omron program as described by Rohner, the following procedure is
used to activate timers.
0
TIM 1
#35

Timer No. 1 (TIM 1)
with 3.5 (#35)
seconds delay.

T1
5
LD 0
TIM 1
35
LD TIM
OUT 5

1

With the MicroSmart™ PLC, the following codes are used and these types of timers
are available:
•

1-sec countdown timer TML

•

100-msec countdown timer TIM

•

10-msec countdown timer TMH

•

1-msec countdown timer TMS.
I000
TML T001
0010
T001
Q005

LOD
TML
10
LOD
OUT

Timer No. 1 (T001)
with 10 seconds
delay.

I000
T001
T001
Q005

A total of 32 timers (10-point type) or 100 timers (other types) can be programmed.
Each timer must be allocated to a unique number 0 through 255.
The preset value 0 through 65535 can be designated using a data register which
becomes the preset value. Directly after the TML, TIM, TMH or TMS instruction with
two required addresses, the OUT (output) instruction can be keyed.

Points to remember
•

Countdown from the preset value is initiated when the operation result directly
before the timer input is activated (switched on).

•

The timer output turns on when the timed value reaches zero.

24
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•

The timed value returns to the preset value when the timer input is off.

•

Timer preset values can be changed without transferring the entire program to the
MicroSmart™ Controller again.

Counters
When using the Omron program as described by Rohner, the following procedure is
used to activate and reset counters.

CNT – Counter
CP

CNT

R

N
SV

Purpose
CNT is used to count down from a set value (SV) when the execution condition on
the count pulse (CP) goes from OFF to ON – that is, the present value (PV) will be
decremented by one whenever CNT is executed with an ON execution condition for CP
and the execution condition was OFF for the last execution. If the execution condition
has not changed or has changed from ON to OFF, the PV of CNT will not be changed.
The completion flag for a counter is turned ON when the PV reaches zero and will
remain ON until the counter is reset.
CNT is reset with a reset input, R. When R goes from OFF to ON, the PV is reset to
SV. The PV will not be decremented while R is ON. Counting down from SV will begin
again when R goes OFF. The PV for CNT will not be reset in interlocked program
sections or by power interruptions.
0
CNT 1
#10

1
CNT 1

500
LD
LD
CNT
10
LD
OUT

Note: Input 1 resets
the counter.
Input 0 starts
the counter.
#10 is the
number of counts.

0
1
1
CNT1
500
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With the MicroSmart™ PLC, the following codes are used and these types of counters
are available:
•

dual-pulse reversible counter CDP

•

up/down selection reversible counter CUD

•

adding (up) counters CNT.

A total of 32 (10-point type) or 100 (other types) counters can be programmed.
Each counter must be allocated to a unique number 0 through 255.

Adding (up) counters
When counter instructions are programmed, two addresses are required. The circuit for
an adding (UP) counter must be programmed in the following order – reset input, pulse
input, the CNT instruction, followed by the counter value.
I000 (reset)

(pulse)

CNT C001
0010

I001

C001
M005

LOD
LOD
CNT
10
LOD
SET

I000
L001
C001

S

Note: Input I000
resets the counter.
Input I001 starts
counter (counts pulses).
0010 is the number
of counts.

(reset)
(pulse source)
(number of pulses)

C001
M005

Another method is illustrated below.
I000 (reset)

(pulse)

I001

LOD
LOD
CNT
10
SET

CNT C001
0010

I000
L001
C001

S
M005

(reset)
(pulse source)
(number of pulses)

M005

Points to remember
•

The same counter number can be programmed only once.

•

When the counted value reaches its preset value, the counter turns on and the
output stays on until the reset input is activated.

•

The reset input must be turned off before counting may begin.

•

When power is off, the counter’s counted value is held.

26
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•

Counter preset values can be changed without transferring the entire program to
the MicroSmart™ Controller.

•

When the preset value is changed during counter operation, the change becomes
effective straight away.

Activity 4
Read the following references from Chapter 11, pages 190–192 on programmable logic
controllers in from the book Pneumatic Control for Industrial Automation on saving,
loading and verifying programs and complete this activity.
The questions which follow are designed to allow you to check your understanding
of PLC concepts before you do the practical task and move on to the next section of
learning.

Question 1
Provide two (2) common names used to describe a ‘Keep relay’.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Question 2
Explain the function of a ladder diagram.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Question 3
List four (4) types of internal relays used by a PLC.
•

_________________________________________________________________

•

_________________________________________________________________

•

_________________________________________________________________

•

_________________________________________________________________

Question 4
Name the type of relay that is memory retentive during a power failure.
•

_________________________________________________________________
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Question 5
Complete the programming information for the following ladder diagrams.
1.
0

Instruction

28

1

2

Data

Q003

Comments
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2.
Q002

0

1

Instruction

Data

Comments

Note: Input contact 0 is usually allocated to the start button.
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3.
0

3

Q003

1

2

Instruction

30

Data

Comments
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4.

Instruction

0

3

1

4

2

5

Q004

Data

6

Comments
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5.
0

3

M001
S

1
M001
R
2
M001
Q001

Instruction

Data

Comments

What is the function of step LODI002?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Question 6
List two (2) programming devices that can be used on PLCs.
•

_________________________________________________________________

•

_________________________________________________________________
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Question 7
Name the programming language used in PLCs.
_____________________________________________________________________

Question 8
Complete the programming information for the following ladder diagrams.
1.
I006
I003

CNT C002
0300
M006

C002

S

Instruction

Data

Comments
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2.
I006
XXX T003
0200
I002

Timer with a
200 millisecond
delay.

M005
S

T003

M005
R

Instruction
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Saving, loading and verifying programs
Activity 5
Programming the MicroSmart™ PLC
Ask your facilitator for a demonstration and the data on the MicroSmart™ PLC then
identify the following PLC components.

Reproduced with the permission of IDEC Images.
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Section 4 – Programming the
MicroSmart™ PLC
WINLDR main screen
WINLDR screenshots, icons and images reproduced with the permission of IDEC.
When opened, WINLDR will present a main screen as illustrated below. This is used
for generating ladder diagrams and for manipulating data, selecting editors and
communicating between the PLC and WINLDR.

Top toolbar
The following illustration identifies the icons used for this PLC editing program. This
student workbook will explain only the main keys you will use in this part of the course.

Hint: If you use the Help key and select Shortcuts, a list of all the above functions will
be displayed.

These icons/keys are used to open, save and print files.

These icons are used to cut, copy, paste and undo information.
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These are used to edit rung comments.

These are used to select the type of PLC, and to upload and download programs to
and from the PLC.

These icons are used for adding and deleting rungs and columns within a ladder
diagram.

These icons are used to select, draw and erase a line tool.

These identify open and closed contacts, outputs and setting and resetting relays.

These are used to select timers and counters.

This identifies the end of the program.
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Uploading programs from the MicroSmart™ PLC
Step 1
With power applied to the PLC and the
PLC connected to the computer (PC),
select the icon using the mouse pointer.

Step 2

This screen will
appear. Select
MicroSmart™ and
then OK.

Step 3

This screen will now
appear.
Press OK.
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Step 4

When connection between the PLC and
PC has been established, a program
which was stored in the PLC will appear
and you may start editing.

Writing a new program
After you have written a draft program – as illustrated below:
LOD

I001

SET

M003

LOD

I002

RST

M003

LOD

M003

OUT

Q001

the first step is to open up a new file.
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Step 1

From the top menu bar, select
File then New.

Step 2

You will now have a
blank ladder.

Step 3 – Adding an input

Select a Normally Open contact

and drag it down to the ladder.
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Step 4
This screen will now
appear.
Enter the Tag Name
(eg contact name).
We called ours input
1, eg I001. It does
not matter if you use
upper or lower case
or if you include the
zeros. The program
will sort out and
tidy up the font and
numbering for you.
In the Tag Name
Comment box, you
can add information
such as ‘Limit Switch
1’, etc if you want.
Press OK.

Step 5
Now go to the top
menu bar and select
the Set icon.

Add data here.

This screen will
appear.
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This screen will now
appear.
Enter the Tag Name
(eg relay name). We
called ours Relay
3, eg M003. It does
not matter if you use
upper or lower case
or if you include the
zeros. The program
will sort out and
tidy up the font and
numbering for you.
In the Tag Name
Comment box, you
can add information
such as ‘Cyl Extend’,
etc if you want.
Press OK.

You will now see this screen.

If you press the Enter key, you will add extra rungs in your ladder as illustrated below.
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Step 6
Repeat Steps 3 to 5 to complete the next rung.

Step 7
We now have to enter a contact for Relay 3 and an output. The relay contact can be
used to operate a Directional Control Valve (DCV) which could be used to extend a
cylinder.

This screen will now appear.
Enter the Tag Name (eg contact
name). This is a contact belonging
to Relay 3. Ours is M003. It does not
matter if you use upper or lower case
or if you include the zeros.
Press Enter.
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Step 8
We now have to enter an Output for Relay 3. The Output can be used to operate a
Directional Control Valve (DCV) which could be used to extend a cylinder.

Select a Normally Open Output

……………

and this screen will appear.

Add data here.

Enter Q1 in the Tag Name box and press Enter.
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Step 9 – End the program
We need to complete the program. Highlight rung 4 then select End
from the top toolbar.
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Changing the ladder diagram to mnemonics
Step 1
Select Compile then Convert Ladder from the top menu bar.

Step 2
Select Configure then Ladder Preferences from the top menu bar.

Step 3
Select Show Mnemonics then OK.
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You will now see both the ladder diagram and mnemonics.

If you want to see the mnemonics only, then repeat Steps 1 and 2 then make the
selection as illustrated below.

The following will now appear.
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Saving a program
To save a program, select the icon illustrated below from the top menu bar or use Ctrl S
on the keyboard.
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Editing a program
Program editing is accomplished by using the top toolbar and the following icons from
the menu:

Insert a:
•

row

•

column

•

rung.

Append a:
•

row

•

column

•

rung.

Delete a:
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Inserting a contact
Step 1
Using the mouse pointer, select where you wish to insert a contact.

Step 2
Select insert column from the top toolbar. A column will appear to the left of the
highlighted area.

Step 3
Select a Normally Open contact from the top toolbar
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drag it down to the new highlighted position

and left-click the mouse key.

Add data here.
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Step 4
Enter the Tag Name for the contact, for example I003 and press OK.

Press OK and a new contact will be added to your rung as illustrated below.
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Removing a contact or any component in a ladder
diagram
Step 1
Select the component you wish to remove from the ladder diagram. This will be
highlighted as shown below.

Step 2
To delete the contact you can either:
•

press the delete key on the keyboard or

•

click the right mouse button and use the menu as shown below.
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You will now have a blank broken line on your rung as shown below.

We now need to reconnect the rung. This can be done two ways.

Method 1 – Using the draw tool
Select the draw tool from the top toolbar.

Using the mouse, draw a line to connect the two points.

Alternatively, you may find it easier to use the following steps.
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Method 2
•

Right-click the mouse.

•

Select Line.

•

Select Horizontal.

•

Left-click the mouse.

You will now have completed the rung as illustrated below.

Timers
Step 1
To enter a timer, select the location in the ladder diagram where you wish to insert the
function (usually after a contact).

Select the hour glass symbol (timer) from the top toolbar.
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Drag it to the desired position on the rung and left-click the mouse.

The following menu will appear.

We will now set the timer for 23 seconds.

Step 2

Select the 1 second timer.
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Step 3
Enter the Tag Name, for example T1 for timer number 1.

Add data here.

Step 4
Insert the time required in seconds, eg 23 and press OK.

Add data here.

You have now added a new timer, the contacts of which can be used elsewhere in the
program as shown below.
I001
TML T001
023
I002

M005
S

T001

M005
R
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Another method is illustrated below.

M005

I001
TML T001
023
I002

R
M005
S

Counters
Step 1
Select the location in the ladder diagram where you wish to insert the counter (usually
after a contact which will be used to Reset the counter).

Step 2
Select the counter symbol from the top toolbar.

Step 3
Drag it to the desired position on the rung and left-click the mouse.
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The following menu will appear.

Step 4
Enter the Tag Name …

Add data here.
… and the number of cycles.

Add data here.

The following will appear on the rung. We now need to add the contact that will be used
to count the number of cycles.

Resets counter

Count
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Step 5
Drag a suitable contact to the shaded position as illustrated below and complete the
contact data as detailed at page 59 and 60, Steps 3 and 4.

The counter can now be used in the program. For example:
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Downloading a program to the PLC
Step 1
From the top menu bar, select the ‘Download program to PLC’ icon.

The following screen will appear.

Step 2
Ensure that the selections match the ones selected above and select Download. The
following screen will appear confirming that your program has been downloaded.

Select OK.
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Step 3
If your program failed to download to the PLC, check the Communication Settings
(Comm Settings). They should be as those illustrated below to suit the PC you are
using. Make any changes required and go through the download procedure again.

Monitoring a program
Step 1
Once a program has been downloaded into the PLC, you can monitor its operation.
This can be achieved by selecting Online then Monitor from the top toolbar as
illustrated below.
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When in the monitor mode, you will be able to see which contacts, relays and outputs
are activated as the program is running.

Step 2
To exit the monitor mode, select Online then deselect Monitor.

These are the basic instructions that will need to be applied when performing the
practical exercises in this unit. The Help menu will also provide additional assistance
when manipulating data and programming. Ask your facilitator to show you the more
advanced options available within the WINLDR program.
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